
NAME:______________________________ JURASSIC PARK QUESTIONS 

1. What did they find in the cave in the Dominican Republic. 
 

2. What kind of dinosaur was found in the “Badlands” in Montana? 
 

 

3. What does “raptor” mean? 
 

4. How does Velociraptor hunt? 
 

 

5. Where is Jurassic Park? 
 

6. What does Hammond want from Ellie and Grant? 

 

 

7. What are the professions of Grant and Ellie? (Hint: they do not have the same job) 

 
8. Dennis has to collect _______ dinosaur embryos from the lab. 

9. What is the profession of Malcolm? 
 

10. The first dinosaur that Grant and Ellie see is a ______________ eating leaves from a 
tree. 

11. How fast can T. Rex run? 

 
12. Name one of the dinosaurs that is gathered around the water hole on the island. 

13. Where can DNA be found? 
 

14. How did they get the dinosaur DNA? 

 

 
15. What is amber? 

 
16. DNA from _______ was used to fill in the gaps in the DNA sequences of dinosaurs which 

were incomplete. 

17. 17. All of the animals in Jurassic Park were ______ to control the dinosaur population of the 
park. 

18. Explain the basis behind Malcom’s prediction for Hammond’s island. 
 

 
19. What was the first dinosaur they were supposed to see on the tour? 

 

20. What kind of dinosaur was sick when they left the car during the tour? 

 

 

21. What made the dinosaur sick? 
 

22. What was the significance of Timmy staring at the cup of water in the car? 

 



 

23. Why was it a bad idea for Gennaro, the lawyer, to run out of the car and into the 
      outhouse (hint: how does T. Rex hunt)? 

 
 

 

 
24. What kind of dinosaur with two tall head crests attacked Dennis? 
 

25. How did this type of animal kill its prey? 

 

 

26.  Which dinosaur did Grant and the kids see when they were in the tree? 
 

27. What do these dinosaurs eat? 

 

 

28. How could the dinosaurs have bred if only one sex of dinosaur existed in the park? 

 
29. What do we call the type of dinosaur that we see running in a large herd when Grant and 

the kids were in the middle of the field? 
 

 

30. What possible reason did Grant give for why they were running? 
 

31. What advantage would these animals have by traveling in a large flock? 

 

 

32. Which kind of dinosaur surprises Ellie in the control shed? 
 

33. Which kind of dinosaur stalks Tim and Lexi in the kitchen? 

 

 

34. Give some characteristics of the dinosaurs in # 33 that were used to track and kill their 

prey? 
35. On the fence scene, why is it impossible for the young boy to get electrocuted? (Hint: All the 

wires in the fence are connected and electricity needs a voltage difference to flow) 
 

36. What keen senses do these dinosaurs use to locate their victims? 
 

37. How can we tell that Velociraptors are very intelligent in this movie? 

 

 
38. How did Grant, Ellie, and the kids escape the attack of the raptors? 

 
39.  What is the significance of the scene with the pelicans flying at the end of this movie? 

40.  Give four types of dinosaurs that travel in herds. 

___________________ ___________________ 
___________________ ___________________ 



41. Name two types of dinosaur that care for their young right after they are born? 

___________________ ___________________ 
 

42. Give four herbivorous dinosaurs in the movie. 
___________________ ___________________ 

___________________ ___________________ 

43. Give two carnivorous dinosaurs in the movie. 
___________________ ___________________ 

44. Why didn’t Jurassic Park succeed? 

 


